
Tremendous physical exertion in extremely dangerous conditions is one of the
reasons a firefighter's job is so unconventional. Add to that situation the impact
of carrying up to 100 extra pounds of protective gear and equipment and it's
easy to understand how fatigue can quickly impact safety and performance.
Fatigue reduction is exactly why we designed the Firebreaker Fighting-
Weight™ to be up to 25% lighter than heavier, conventional fireboots. Made
with an exclusive Unishield™ process, a pair of Fighting-Weights™ still pro-
vides all the protection of the original Firebreaker, yet is lightweight enough so
that the difference can truly be felt. Independent clinical studies reveal that
reducing a pound of weight on the foot has the same stress-relieving benefit as
taking five pounds off a firefighter's back. That means Fighting-Weight™ boots'
lighter weight can translate to an eight-pound reduction off a firefighter's load
when compared with the heaviest boots of other manufacturers. NFPA 1971
(2000 Edition) Compliant. Ship. wt. 7 lbs. 

Unishield™ innovative latex rubber dipping process 
eliminates seams, produces lighter-weight boots
High abrasion-resistant outsole and heel
Patented built-in shin guard
FootGuard Protection System™
AccuFit Sizing™ uses widely accepted Brannock device sizing
Heavy insulation 

AJ540 Men’s FireBreaker Fighting-Weight™ Trac Tread Outsole $135.95
AJ542 Men’s FireBreaker Fighting-Weight™ Lug Outsole $145.95
AJ543 Women’s Firebreaker Fighting-Weight™ Lug Outsole $145.95

Specify width and size

FireBreaker Fighting-Weight™ Boots

Specify whole sizes only
J748 Stormking Firefighter Boots, Enhanced Insulation $160.95

Stormking Firefighter Boots
31" high. Available insulated or non-insulated. ANSI - American National
Standard Z41-1999 OSHA - Occupational Safety/Health Admin. 1988 Code of
Federal Registry 1910.36,1910.156 and Appendix E. CAL-OSHA - Calif. Admin
code Title 8 GISO Article 10.1 Sept 1985. CSA - Canadian Standards Assoc.
Master Contract #205043. Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

Height - 31"
Vulcanized, layered rubber
Upper - Rubber formulation is fire-resistant, resists cracking and oxidation
Lining - 20 oz. grey felt
Outsole - White high-abrasion
Outsole pattern - White Sure Loc™ outsole
Heel - Black molded rubber
Heel reinforcement - Cotton/nylon blend
Insole - 3/8" cushion sponge
Steel toe - Meets ANSI Z41 1999 - Section 1 Impact & Compression
Steel midsole - One piece stainless steel
Steel shank - .05" x 1" x 4" triple ribbed
Non-NFPA compliant

Wide sizes only
Whole sizes: 5-15

AJ540

AJ542

J748

Shop online for 
more boots at

edarley.com/boots
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